
geophysical institute scientists

was this winterwinterwwinters warmerarmer than usual yes
FAIRBANKS if you thought

this winter was warmer than nor-
mal you were right according to
university of alaska fairbanks
geophysical institute scientists

they said this winter and breakup
season were the latest in the series
of warm winters and springs alaska
has been enjoying for the last
decade

november temperatures were
below normal at fairbanks and
juneau though no new records
were set and a very brief spell of
severe weather hit fairbanks and
anchorage around jan 12

at juneau this cold spell

merely produced the only normal
temperatures of the month

low temperatures returned
statewide in late february and the
first week of march but the re-
mainder of march was unusually
balmy with daily daily high
temperature records being set in
fairbanks and juneau

As a pleasant change from the last
two winters the above normal
temperatures persisted through
april giving early to normal snow
melt

the average temperature for
december and january combined
was more than 10 degrees above

As a pleasant chanchange9e
from the last two winters

the above normal
temperatures persisted

normal in all three cities and
november was the only month since
last august in which all three did not
have above normal temperatures

in fairbanks where a normal
winter would bring around four
days with average temperatures
below 40 below the coldest
temperature recorded this winter

barely brushed that mark
in juneau thawing temperatures

day and night were the rule for large
parts of the winter which made the
few periods when daily high
temperatures were below freezing all
the more striking

even anchorage had some
december nights with above
freezing temperatures and thawing
on winter days was almost as likely
as not

scientists at the institute believe
it is impossible to say whether
alaskansalaskasAla skans are seeing the start of a
trend toward warmer winters or the
end of a fluctuation


